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Abstract 
Deformation of 3D objects plays an important role in computer graphics, computer 
simulation and computer-aided design. Using a deformation tool, a model is allowed to 
take useful and intuitive shapes. The axial deformation technique allows a 3D object to be 
deformed by adjusting the shape of an axial curve. However, due to lack of control on the 
local coordinate frame, unexpected twist may result. The axial curve-pair based 
deformation technique proposed a scheme which allows the local coordinate frame to be 
controlled intuitively. Nevertheless, performing a deformation of an object using these 
techniques could be tedious because designers are required to interactively adjust a number 
of parameters, control points, to achieve a desired shape. The dynamic axial curve-pair 
based deformation technique enhances the technique by incorporating physics based 
deformation in the deformation process. A special designed mass-spring model for the 
special curve-pair structure is adopted to model an elastic axial curve-pair skeleton. 
Physics-based deformation performed on the point masses of the mass spring system 
deforms the embedded curve-pair. An object model could come to live if a kinetic artistic 
pose is applied to the object. This technique is particularly useful for physics-based 
deformation of plants, animals and characters. More intuitive designs could be guaranteed 
when a deformation is performed taking into consideration the effect of forces and 
geometric constraints. In addition, the proposed technique reduces the number of 
parameters to be manipulated in a deformation and hence provides a more intuitive 
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Deformation of 3D objects plays an important role in computer graphics, computer 
simulation and computer-aided design. Generally, deformation can be regarded as a 
mapping from R^ to itself except Bechmann [29] works in R". All the deformation methods 
independent of the representation of the underlying objects can be divided into two classes 
according to whether it requires a deformation tool or not [30]. 
Bair's global and local deformation [31] and the space deformation introduced by Borrel 
and Bechmann [30] are two kinds of deformation methods which does not require the use 
of deformation tools. In this method, deformations are usually represented as matrix of 
functions or constraints of the location of selected space points. A large range of deformed 
shape such as arbitrary shaped bump can be modeled using these techniques. 
The other class of deformation methods requires the use of some deformation tools. 
Representative methods include Axial Deformation [8] and Free-form deformation (FFD) 
[1]. Both methods establish a mapping between the global object space and a local 
parametric space determined by a deformation tool. Using a deformation tool, a geometric 
model can be deformed to take meaningful and creative shapes intuitively. 
Model concepts come to live if a living poses and motions are applied to the model. In 
kinetic art, artistic poses and motions are a result of deformation of object shape. 
The deformation method which requires some deformation tools embeds an object in a 
space which can be warped and hence deforms the embedded object. By modifying the 
shape of existing models, a new design can be created. From the user's point of view, this 
method is very effective. 
Taking the advantage of different deformation tools, we are looking for a new approach 
which provides a more intuitive mean for controlling the deformation. 
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1.2 Prior work 
The free-form deformations (FFD) technique introduced by Sederberg and Parry [1] is a 
popular tool for modeling and animating deformable objects. The original lattice of the 
FFD consists of control points along three mutually perpendicular axes, which defines a 
space of Brezier volume. However, creating animation using the FFD could be tedious 
because a large number of control points are required to be manipulated. 
Borrel [2] proposed a space deformation model which does not require the use of lattices. A 
different approach is to control FFD using parametric curve and surfaces [7]. This 
technique simplifies the task by reducing the numbers of control points to be manipulated. 
There are other works aiming at introducing a dynamic setting in a deformation tool in 
order to minimize the work load in handling the control lattice. 
Another kind of deformation tool, the axial deformation technique, was introduced by 
Lazarus et al. [8] which allows the shape of a 3D objects to be deformed by adjusting the 
shape of an axial curve. New design idea is obtained by deforming existing geometric 
shapes. However, due to lack of control on the local coordinate frame, unexpected twist of 
object may be obtained. 
There has been substantial interest of late in developing intuitive interactive techniques 
such as deformation by painting over surfaces [33], WIRES [26] and sketch mesh 
deformation [32]. 
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In [3], dynamic deformable surfaces as well as a dynamic deformation technique using 
FFD are modeled using NURBS. In [4], the free-form deformations technique is used to 
model muscle deformation. FFD lattices are attached to a skeleton. Dynamic motion 
governed by a mass-spring system deforms the lattices. In [5], a technique is proposed to 
synthesize the motions of animated characters modeled as 3D mass-spring lattices. In [6], 
the dynamic FFD technique which makes use of deformation modes is presented for the 
animation of deformable characters. These works indicate a dynamic configuration could 
eventually extend a deformation tools to become a more effective one. 
However, the dynamic FFD techniques in these works could not guarantee a smooth 
bending or twisting deformation. And the dynamics configuration is applied to the control 
lattice instead of the embedded object. Furthermore, the number of degrees of freedoms to 
be manipulated is still large compared with a more compact representation, the axial 
deformation technique, in defining an implicit global deformation. 
Hui [9] proposed a free-form design method using axial curve-pairs. A curve-pair composes 
of a primary and an orientation curve allows the local coordinate frame to be controlled 
intuitively. Thus, by associating 3D objects to the curve-pair, these objects can be stretched, 
bended and twisted through manipulating the curve-pair. 
The axial curve-pair deformation technique is effective for manipulating complex shapes in 
industrial and aesthetic design and flexible models such as characters and animals. 
However, users experience the same problems mentioned in previous paragraphs. Control 
points of curve-pair, are still required to be adjusted in order to create the desired shapes. 
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1.3 Objectives 
The axial curve-pair based deformation technique is a good basis of further researches. 
Knowing that dynamic deformation tool can be used to create physically meaningful 
kinetic and artistic poses of 3D shapes as well as minimizing user interactions, this research 
proposes a configuration to extend the axial curve-pair deformation technique to a dynamic 
environment. Since a physics-based object design approach allows models to be deformed 
by dynamically applying forces instead of relying on adjusting control points, this 
technique provides a more intuitive approach for creating physically meaningful design. 
There are a number of problems to be tackled ahead: 
• What formulation of dynamics is suitable for the required deformation? 
• How to implement such dynamic formulation? 
• How could such model provide a more intuitive mean for controlling deformation? 
Qin and Terzopoulos [10] introduced a physics-based framework for geometric design with 
NURBS known as Dynamic NURBS. In their work, D-NURBS curves, tensor-product 
D-NURBS surface, swung D-NURBS surfaces, and the triangular D-NURBS surfaces are 
formulated. 
However, the curve-pair representation of the axial curve-pair deformation technique is not 
a simple relationship between two NURBS curves. The two curves have different 
functionalities. The bending and stretching properties are expressed by adjusting the 
primary curve while the twisting property is expressed by rotating the orientation curve 
about the primary curve. When the primary curve is modified, the orientation curve has to 
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be modified correspondingly and automatically. The offset direction between the primary 
curve and the orientation curve has to be kept consistent when the shape and twist of the 
curve-pair are adjusted. 
The curve-pair is then required to be manipulated as a pair. However, there is no exact 
mathematical representation for a curve-pair model. Because of its unique geometric 
representation, the formulation ofD-NURBS curves or D-NURBS surface cannot be 
applied to the curve-pair model. These will be further discussed in Section 3.1. 
In [11][12][13][14][15], deformable objects are animated using mass-spring models. In [4], 
the free-form deformations technique is used to model the muscle deformation. FFD 
lattices are attached to the skeleton where dynamic motion governed by a mass-spring 
system deforms the lattices. In [5], the work targets to synthesize the motion of animated 
characters modeled as 3D mass-spring lattices. These works applied a dynamic deformation 
technique directly to the lattice and produce a faster simulation and more efficiently 
comparing other approaches in which dynamics is applied directly to the geometry of 
object. However, applying dynamics directly to the lattice does not guarantee a desire 
deformation on the embedded object. The same problem remains if we apply the dynamics 
to the control points of curve-pair. Moreover, a spring mass system with inter-lattice linear 
and torsional springs applied to the curve-pair does not have a restoring ability. These will 
be discussed in Chapter 3. 
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As a result, we want to extend the axial curve-pair deformation technique to achieve a 
physics-based deformation effect by fitting the curve-pair to a special mass spring system 
with shape restoring ability. This technique aims to provide an effective tool for shape 
design. An overview of this technique will be discussed in the next section. 
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1.4 Proposed method 
Our representation of dynamic axial curve-pair deformation makes use of an energy model, 
the mass-spring system. A curve-pair is fitted to the system to emulate the physical 
properties. 
A number of physical properties are incorporated into the system. They are stretching, 
bending and twisting. These properties are emulated by linear and torsional springs (Figure 
1.1). Each point mass is linked to its neighbors by springs representing the different 
physical behaviors of the curve-pair. 
Figure 1.1 - The metric spring (right) and the torsional spring (left) 
The system is then solved by using a numerical integrator. The method adopted is the forth 
order Runge-Kutta method with adaptive step control. An adaptive step control minimizes 




N 2 (parent) 
N3,I (child) 
N 3 (parent) 
Figure 1.2 - An overview of a dynamic hierarchical representation 
Using a hierarchy of axial curve-pairs (Figure 1.2), different deformation effects can be 
achieved. A common approach to represent hierarchical relation is to use a parent and child 
relationship. In our approach, besides the geometric relation of curve-pairs, torsional 
springs are also used to connect curve-pairs. As a result, the connected axial curve-pairs 
may affect each others. In other words, a local deformation may result in a global 
deformation. 
The physical deformation of objects also involves another important issue: collision 
detection. In our work, we adopted the axial bounding cylinder method. A bounding 
cylinder enclosing the deforming object is used for collision tests. 
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1.5 Thesis outline 
This thesis is composed of five chapters including 1) Introduction, 2) Axial curve-pair 
based deformation, 3) Dynamic axial curve-pair based deformation, 4) Implementation and 
experimental results and 5) Conclusion. In Chapter 1, the background of the research will 
be addressed as well as a description of the proposed work. In Chapter 2，the basis of the 
proposed work, the axial curve-pair deformation technique, will be reviewed. The details of 
the dynamic formulation in addition to the axial curve-pair deformation technique will be 
presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the implementation and the experiment results will be 
described. Discussions on the efficiency and functionality of the proposed tool will also be 
included. Finally, conclusion and future development will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 
Axial curve-pair based deformation 
Axial deformation technique is one of the most popular tools in the world of modeling 
deformation. Like other freeform deformation techniques, the axial deformation technique 
requires to manipulate the control points of an axial curve in order to deform an object. 
The technique of axial deformation was firstly introduced by Lazarus et al [8]. Peng et al 
[16] presented an arc length preserving axial deformation technique using a B-spline curve 
as the axial curve. Based on an arc-length parameterization of the axial curve, homogenous 
deformation of an object is achieved. Hui [9] presented the axial curve-pair deformation 
technique [9] which allows an object to be stretched, bended and twisted intuitively by 
manipulating the curve-pair. 
In this section, the idea of axial curve-pair deformation which is the base technique of our 
work addressed in this thesis will be reviewed. This thesis extends the technique by 
incorporating physics based deformation in the axial curve-pair deformation. 
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2.1 Axial deformation technique 
The axial deformation allows the shape of a 3D object to be deformed by manipulating an 
associated axial curve. Given a 3D model S and an axial curve c(/)，the axial deformation 
technique proposed by Lazarus et al. associates a point s in with the curve c(/). (Figure 
2.1) 
As a result, s is defined relative to a local coordinate frame on the curve c{t). The location 
of s will be updated when the location and orientation of the local coordinate frame 




Figure 2.1 - The axial deformation technique 
The principal of the technique relies on the representation of an object in the axial space of 
a curve which will be discussed in the following sections. 
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2.1.1 Representing objects in axial space 
An axial space Ac{c{t), 1(0} defined by a curve c(0, tstan < t < tend, and a local coordinate 
frame 1(0 = [lx(0, ly(0，lz(0] on the curve is a subset of R .^ 
A point s e Ac{c{t), 1(0} is defined as {t, u, v, w) where (M, V, W) is the coordinates of the 
point relative to the local coordinate frame 1(/) at c(0. Apoint s is then defined in the global 
coordinate frame as c(0 + u l j f ) + vly(0 + vvlz� . 
Figure 2.2 - The axial space of axial deformation 
To convert a point s in the global coordinate frame to the axial space of Ac{Q.{t), 1(0}, the 
parameter t is taken to be the parametric value of the point Sp = c{t) such that Sp is closest to 
s and represents the direction of the tangent at c{t). In other words, Sp is the normal 
projection of s onto c(r). 
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Refer to Figure 2.2, suppose a = s - Sp, s can be denoted as: 
c(0 + [a-lx(0] lx(0 + [a . ly� ] ly i t ) + [a-UO] 1^ (0 (2.1) 
The point s represented in the axial space of Ac{c{t), l(r)}is then expressed as 
(Jstart, W，V，W), Sp = 加") 
0，M, V，0)，Sp = C(0； 
{tend, U, V, W), Sp = C ( W ) ; 
t < tstart 
tstart S tend 
t � tend 
(2.2) 
For tstart < t < tend，Sp is the normal projection of s onto c(0 so that a • {^(t) = 0 and hence 
s = (t, u, V，0). 
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2.1.2 Defining the coordinate frame 
Frenet Frame [17] of a curve is commonly used to specify the local coordinate frame of a 
curve. The Frenet Frame of a curve is a coordinate frame defined in terms of the first and 
second derivative of the curve. Given a curve c(/), the Frenet Frame of the curve is defined 
by the tangent T(/)，normal N(/) and binormal B(/) of c{t). They are expressed as: 
T(0 = c'(0 / II c'(0 II 
N(0 = Tr(0/ II T'(01 
B(0 = T(0 X N(0 (2.3) 
where c '(0 is the first derivative of c(/)，and T'(0 is the first derivative of T(/). 
However, as the local coordinate frame is completely defined by the curve c{t), the 
orientation of the frame is uncontrollable. Thus, unexpected twist may be obtained. 
Moreover, the c"(0 may vanish and hence the coordinate frame could not be defined. 
Klok [ 18] introduced another approach using a rotation-minimizing frame defined with a 
set of differential equations. Lossing and Eshleman [24] introduced the directional curve 
approach. Both methods could not provide a solution to fully control the twist of the curve. 
Hui [9] later introduced the axial curve-pair deformation technique which allows the local 
coordinate frame to be controlled intuitively. 
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2.2 Axial curve-pair deformation technique 
Hui [9] proposed an intuitive approach to manipulating deformable shape by adopting the 
axial curve-pair deformation technique. A curve-pair is used as the basic deformation 
element in order to provide a complete control on the twist of a component. 
The use of curve-pair allows the local coordinate frame of an axial curve to be controlled 
intuitively. By associating an object to the curve-pair, the object can be stretched, bended 
and twisted intuitively through adjusting the control points of the curve-pair (Figure 2.3). 
Figure 2.3 - A twisted object and stretched object using 
the axial curve-pair deformation technique 
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2.2.1 Framing the curve-pair 
A curve-pair is composed of a primary curve c(/) and an orientation curve ‘), where 
t 'start St' <t'end - When a vertex of a model s is attached to the curve c.{t), a projection point 
Sp = c(0 is obtained. 
Figure 2.4 - The local coordinate frame of the axial curve-pair 
In order to define the position and orientation of the local coordinate frame, a point Sd is 
obtained by projecting the point Cd(0 onto the plane through the projection point Sp with 
unit normal c’(t) / |c'(OI (Figure 2.4). Hence, (Sp_Sd) • c，(/) = 0 and the local coordinate 
frame is given by 
h( 
where n(0 = {co(0 - c(t)} / |CD(0 - c(0| 
=c'W / |c'(OI 
=n(0 X 1 (^0, 
= W0xix(0 (2.4) 
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2.2.2 Construction of orientation curve 
The axial space is defined by the primary curve c{t) and the orientation curve CD(0 as 
discussed in the previous section. Assume the primary curve is constructed as a B-spline 
curve and is defined by 
C(0 = ZVOM>(OP/ (2.5) 
where p, are the control points of the curve, i is the total number of the control points, and 
N/,p(/) is the B-spline basis function of order p. 
The orientation curve CD(0 lies within a circular tube of radius r with c{t) being the axis of 
the tube. The offset distance is not the most important issue but the offset direction is 
essential for defining the local coordinate frame. 
The orientation curve is an offset curve of the primary curve. The primary curve c{t) is first 
constructed with all the control points lying on a straight line. The orientation curve CD(0 is 
then constructed by creating a planar offset of the primary curve (Figure 2.5). Thus the 
orientation curve could be defined as 
CD(0 = Z"/=OM.P(0 q/ (2.6) 
where q, = p, + d, cl is the offset distance. 
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Figure 2.5 - The primary curve and the orientation curve 
As a result, an orientation curve CD(0 lies within a circular tube of radius d with c(0 being 
the axis of the tube is constructed. 
In order to allow the orientation curve to be adjusted in accordance to the primary curve, an 
alternative method is adopted rather than moving the control point of the orientation curve 
in accordance with that of the primary curve. This will be discussed in the next section. 
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2.2.3 Manipulation of the axial curve-pair 
To control the local coordinate frame intuitively, the curves in a curve-pair have to be 
manipulated in a synchronized manner. When the primary curve is modified, the orientation 
curve has to be modified correspondingly. 
The orientation of the vector q, -p, relative to a local coordinate frame at p, is kept 
consistent while p, is relocated. The local coordinate frame at p, is specified with a polygon 
tangent at p, and a vector normal to the polygon tangent. 
There are a number of ways for defining the tangent at a control point. The method adopted 
in the work is defined as followings: 
Given a polygon with vertices pi, then polygon tangent tj at pi is given by 
(P/+1 - P/) / |p/+i - P/l， i = 0 
t/ = (P/+1 - P/ ) / |p/+i 一 P/L + ( p , - P M ) / |P/ — PMI， 0 < / < rt 
(P/ —p/-i)/|p/ —P/-i|, i = n 
(2.7) 
Given an axial curve-pair (c, CD), the local coordinate frame at P/ is given by unit vectors I„ 
m/，t/, where t, is the polygon tangent at p/，and 1/ = (q,. - p/) x t/ |q/ - p, |, m, = t,. x I, (Figure 
2.6). 
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Control polygon ofco(t) 
P/-1 \ 
Control polygon of c(t) 
Figure 2.6 - The control polygon and polygon tangent 
Figure 2J - Moving a control point of the primary curve 
Changing one control point will affect the orientation of the polygon tangents at the 
preceding and succeeding control points. The neighboring control points of the modified 
control point of the orientation curve have to be adjusted in order to maintain a consistent 
relationship between the two curves. 
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Consider the polygon tangent t/ and the vector V/ = (q,. - p,) / |q/ - p, | in Figure2.6 and 2.7， 
by moving p, to a location p'/, the local coordinate frame at p, is rotated and the polygon 
tangent t, at p, becomes t，/ = t/R, 1', = I/R and m，/ 二 m/R where R is the rotation matrix. 
Assuming a fixed configuration for the curve-pair, then V/ = aim\+bit\ gives v，,. = a/m'/+Z7/t'i. 
Hence, v'/ = v,R. The corresponding control point q’/ on the orientation curve can be 
obtained by 
= + (2.8) 
The rotation matrix R is obtained by considering the polygon tangent t，, at p，/. Since the 
distance between corresponding control points remains unchanged, 
r = (t/ X t，/) /11, X t'/1 which is the axis of rotation of t/ could be obtained when p, is moved. 
Since the distance between corresponding control points remains unchanged, and the vector 
V, rotates about r through the same angle as t, rotates about r, thus, 
V/ X V，/ = t/ X t，/. (2.9) 
Hence, the vector v’, and the control point q'/of the orientation curve can be obtained from 
the Eq. (2.9). The control points q'/./ and q'/+/ are evaluated with the same method. 
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Figure 2.8 - Adjusting the orientation curve 
Twisting deformations of an object are achieved by twisting the orientation curve around 
the primary curve (Figure 2.8). Hence, a twist can be performed by rotating q, around the 
polygon tangent t, at p, such that q, lies inside a sphere of radius r centered at p,. 
Since the polygon tangent t, at p, is fixed for a given primary curve, thus, only rotation of 
the frame about t,- can be modified. Using the relation q, = n (a/mi+Z?/ti), a rotation of (1,-, 
m,，t,) about tj is the same as a rotation of q, about t,. 
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Chapter 3 
Dynamic axial curve-pair based deformation 
This chapter formulates the physics-based axial curve-pair model. The dynamics of a 
deformable object can be modeled using one of several different methods. Because of the 
unique representation of the curve-pair, a special physics-based formulation is adopted. 
The formulations of dynamic NURBS [10] and inter-lattice spring mass system 
[4][5][11][12][13][14][15] cannot precisely model the physics-based axial curve-pair 
because their dynamic configurations are applied to the lattices directly. In the axial 
curve-pair formulation, the orientation curve is deformed automatically corresponding to 
the primary curve. The twisting deformation is modeled by rotating the orientation curve 
about the primary curve where the physical properties are expressed by the angles rotating 
about the tangent of a curve instead of the lattice points themselves. 
In our approach, an explicit formulation, the mass spring system, is used and the 
deformation is applied directly on a flexible model, the curve-pair. This is achieved by 
fitting the curve-pair to the mass-spring system. The mass-spring system gives an effective 
and satisfactory estimation of object deformation. By implementing tensile interactions 
between the neighboring point masses in a curve-pair mass spring structure, the mechanical 
behaviors of the curve-pair are usually limited to linear elasticity only. Deformation such as 
bending and twisting can not be simulated smoothly. 
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A special mass-spring model is deigned for the curve-pair representation which allows 
bending and twisting actions of the curve-pair. To model different elastic behaviors of the 
curve-pair with shape restoring properties, each point mass is linked to its neighbors by 
different types of springs. The springs tend to keep the point masses at their initial resting 
positions. To model the twisting properties of the curve-pair, each coordinate frame at each 
point mass is linked to its neighboring coordinate frames by torsional springs. The 
dynamics are modeled by updating the mass spring system at discrete time-steps. In each 
step, the spring forces are calculated and applied to the point masses, which respond by 
accelerating in the direction of the net force. 
The forces exerted on each point mass depend on the current state of the system, which is 
determined by the location of the point mass, orientation of the local coordinate frames and 
the external interactions. These forces include forces due to internal elasticity and viscosity 
forces, gravity and wind force, etc. 
Using a forth order Runge-Kutta method with adaptive step-size, the equations of motion 
are integrated and the position and velocity of each point mass can be obtained. The 
curve-pair is fitted to the deformed positions of the mass spring system which determines 
the resulting object deformations. 
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3.1 Overview on physic-based formulations 
There are a number of formulations to model the physical behaviors of a deformation tool. 
Deformation techniques like axial curve deformation and axial curve-pair deformation 
allow users to deform an object by manipulating the control points of a curve or curve-pair. 
The control polygon of an axial curve-pair is shown in Figure 3.1. 
Latt ice Edge 
• Latt ice Point 
Local Coord ina te F rame 
Figure 3.1 - The lattices of the axial curve-pair model 
An axial curve-pair bending deformation is mainly controlled by the primary curve. The 
twisting deformation is handled by the orientation curve in a special manner. The twisting 
motion is modeled by rotating the orientation curve about the primary curve instead of the 
deformation of lattice points. 
Dynamic NURBS [10] curve and the Dynamic FFD [6] model a physical deformation by 
applying a dynamic formulation to the lattices. These formulations will form the basis of a 
dynamic axial curve-pair model. 
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3.1.1 Dynamic NURBS Curve 
Dynamic NURBS curve [10] proposed a physics-based formulation which extends the 
geometric NURBS curve definition by explicitly incorporating a time variable. 
c(M, t) = rU B,-p(u) p,(0 w丨(0 / r U Bi,piu) w,(0 (3.1) 
where the Bip{u) are the usual recursively defined piecewise basis functions [22], p/(0 are 
the n+] control points and w,(/) are associated nonnegative weights. 
The equations of motion of the dynamic NURBS model are derived from the work-energy 
version of Lagrangian dynamics [23]. A second-order non-linear equation of motion is 
obtained by applying the Lagrangian formulation to the dynamic NURBS model: 
Mp" + Dp' + Kp = fp + gp (3.2) 
where the mass matrix M, the damping matrix D and the stiffness matrix K can be 
formulated explicitly [3][10][24]. 
Since the deformation of the axial curve-pair is defined in both lattice points and lattice 
edges (Figure 3.1), the dynamic NURBS model which is applied to the geometric NURBS 
curve could not be applied to the axial curve-pair directly. The dynamic NURBS model 
could only model the stretching of the curve-pair which involves the lattice points only. 
The bending of the curve-pair requires formulating the relationship between the lattice 
points and the local coordinate frame at lattice point in order to define a solid 
representation of the original shape of the curve-pair. We will have a further discussion in 
Section 3.1.3. 
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On the other hand, we need to define the relationship between the dynamics of the two 
curves in the curve-pair model. The twisting of the dynamic curve-pair requires modeling a 
correlation between the local coordinate frames at two successive lattices. These simply 
cannot be modeled by D-NURBS as the bending and twisting of the curve-pair involves 
local coordinate frames at different lattices. 
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3.1.2 Dynamic Free Form Deformations 
The Free Form Deformation technique [1] which consists of embedding the geometric 
model into a user-defined 3D lattice space is defined in terms of a tensor product Bernstein 
polynomial. A local 3D coordinate system is imposed on a parallelepiped with the three 
basis vectors u, v and w forming the axes of the system. Dynamic Free Form Deformation 
[5] extends the formulation similar to the D-NURBS by explicitly incorporating time. 
A general dynamic formulation of Free Form Deformation is: 
p{u,v,w,t) = Z'i=o rj^oTk^oBiM BjAv) (3.3) 
where t is the incorporating time, K is the position of the control points, and B is the 
Bernstein polynomial. 
The dynamics configuration is defined by embedding the control points in a mass-spring 
system which is constructed by linear springs. The physical behavior of the control points 
will be expressed on the deformation of embedded object. 
Although a mass-spring system is effective in expressing the physical properties, the 
properties could not be reflected on the embedded objects since the dynamic configuration 
is applied to the control points of the deformation lattice. 
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3.1.3 Dynamic axial curve-pair deformation 
Using the same formulation applied to the lattices of an axial curve-pair, a physics-based 
axial curve deformation can be modeled. In an axial curve-pair, the orientation curve will 
be deformed automatically corresponding to the primary curve. However, there are some 
drawbacks about applying such formulation to the axial curve-pair model: 





c � ^ Pm 
Figure 3.2 - The bending deformation of an axial curve model 
The lattice deformation applied to the control points means the dynamic configuration 
cannot be applied to the curve directly. Figure 3.2 shows the a bending and stretching 
deformation of a curve c(r). The lattices is bended by nearly 90 degrees but the deformed 
curve c(/) does not show the actual bending and stretching power. On the other hand, the 
dotted curve C2(0 which is fitted to the control points reflects the bending and 
stretching power with its length and shape approximated by the deformed 
lattices directly. 
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B) The twisting deformation of the axial curve pair is not modeled in the dynamic 
formulation. 
Since the twisting deformation of the axial curve-pair model is controlled by the orientation 
curve, the standard control lattices of the curve cannot be used to control the twist of a 
curve pair. To model the elastic twisting behavior, a dynamic configuration is required to 
be designed specially for the axial curve-pair. The deformation energy stored in each local 
coordinate frame can be expressed in a mathematical form and further presented by rotating 
the orientation curve. 
C) The dynamic axial curve deformation based on simple lattices does not have 
shape restoring power. 
Jt X 
Possible Shape 
< ) l V r - - / T H 
\ \ I \ / / V- Linear Spring 
. \ / \ j Angular Spring 
H V • Fixed Point 
Initial shape Deformed shape Restoring shape ° Movable Point 
Figure 3.3 - The restoring deformation of a simple mass-spring system 
Embedding the lattices in a mass-spring system constructed by linear and angular springs 
does not guarantee the original shape to be restored after a deformation. Figure 3.3 shows 
different configurations of a mass-spring system in different processes. An angular springs 
connecting neighboring lattice edge or bending springs connecting the lattice points can 
result in an unpredictable shape. 
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Concluding the pros and cons of the dynamic formulations used in different deformation 
tools, none of them can be directly applied to the dynamic axial curve-pair model. However, 
they are useful for forming the basis of dynamic axial curve-pair formulation. The 
mass-spring system is chosen because of its highly efficient emulation power and low 
computational complexity. 
The primary curve of an axial curve-pair could be modeled by embedding a curve in a 
mass-spring system. A curve fitted to the mass points of the system can also help to 
emulate the physical behavior more accurately. Special springs can be designed for the 
mass-spring system in order to emulate the twisting deformation and improve the shape 
restoring power. The following sections will describe the proposed dynamic axial 
curve-pair model in detail. 
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3.2 The dynamic mass-spring model 
Denote the primary curve as c{t), and the orientation curve as CdW, the curve-pair can be 
constructed as a pair of k th-degree non-rational B-spline curves: 
cd(0 = Z"/=0M.p(0V/ (3.4) 
where u, is the /-th control point of the primary curve, v,. is the z-th control point of the 
orientation curve, NiJj) is the B-spline basis function of degree p. 
In order to emulate the best deformation properties of the mass spring system, the 
curve-pair is constructed to pass through a set of point masses of the dynamic system. 
3.2.1 Curve fitting problem 
Suppose the primary curve c(/) interpolates point masses p众 and the orientation curve cd(0 
interpolates point masses q^ t- If we assign a parameter value 厂人.to each sampling points pk 
and q^, and select an appropriate knot vector K = {kg, k,,,}, a («+l) x {n+\) system of 
linear equations can be obtained. 
= CD�=Z" i=o Ni_p{n) V/ (3.5) 
where the control points u,- and v, are the n+\ unknowns with dimension three. 
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Because there are n+\ B-spline basis functions and «+l parameters n , this gives a («+l) x 
(n+\) matrix N. 
No.p(ro} … N„’p(ro) 
N =[ ： ... ： 
No.p(fn) … N„,p{rn) (3.6) 
Combining Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.6), and expressing in matrix form gives: 
P = N U 
Q = N V 
where P, Q, U and V are («+l) x 3 matrices. 
(3.7) 
Since P and Q are input data and N can be obtained by evaluating the B-spline basis 
functions at the given parameters, therefore U and V are the unknowns to be determined. 
The system can be solved by using Gaussian elimination without pivoting and with knots 
computed by averaging consecutive k parameters. 
The choice of n and K affects the shape and parameterization of the curve. A curve passing 
through the set of mass points and which interpolate along the structural spring skeleton is 
preferred. Popular approaches for choosing rk are the uniform method, chord length 
distribution, centripetal method and the universal method. It is found that the centripetal 
parameter selection method with knots evaluated by the technique of averaging gives the 
best result especially when the data points are not evenly distributed, and there are sharp 
turns in the curve. 
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Let e be the sum of the square root of chord length 
e = Y!'k=o\Pk-Pk-i\ 1/2 (3.8) 
Then, we have 
ro = 0 and r„ = 1 
where k= 1, n-\ 
With knots evaluated by the technique of averaging: 
(3.9) 
ko = ... = kp = 0, k,„.p = ... = k,„= I 
kj+P二們弓n 
where m is the number of knots, / = ! , . . . , « -p. 
(3.10) 
Combining Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.10) to evaluate a will lead to a system which is positive 
and banded with a semi-bandwidth less than p. 
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3.2.2 Construction of the dynamic curve-pair 
The primary curve c(t) passes through point masses p/ and the orientation curve Cd(0 passes 
through point masses q, of the mass spring system. The orientation curve is constructed 
such that q, = p/ + d, where d is the offset distance (Figure 3.4). 
cM) 
Figure 3.4 - The axial curve-pair model 
Given an axial curve-pair (c, Cd), the local coordinate frame at p/ is given by unit vectors I, 
m/，t/, where t,. is the polygon tangent at p,.，and I, = (q, - p,) x t/ |q, - p, |, 




Figure 3.5 - The local coordinate frame at control points ofprimary curve 
Before constructing an efficient mass spring system for the special curve-pair 
representation, it is essential to identify the number of degrees of freedom of the curve-pair. 
Refer to the Figure 3.5，the point mass p, has five degrees of freedom including translations 
in the directions t/, I, and m, and rotation about the axis 1,，and m,. The point mass q, has six 
degrees of freedom including translations in the directions t,，1, and m,- and rotation about 
the axis t/, I,, and m,. 
The motion of p, is governed by the mass-spring system to simulate the physical bending 
and stretching motion of the curve-pair. However, the motion of q, is not fully controlled 
by the system. When p, is modified, q, has to be modified correspondingly and 
automatically. Only the rotation about t, of q, is governed by the dynamic system to 
simulate the physical twisting properties of curve-pair. 
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Next the geometric parameters and the physical parameters are identified. Geometric 
parameters such as rest length between two control points, rest angle between two local 
coordinate frames, and the tangent at a point mass determines the geometry of the mass 
spring system. Physical parameters including forces, masses, stiffness and stress governs 
the physical behavior of the system. 
A mass density m is associated with the point masses p, and q,. The linear stress at a point 
mass is due to the variation in linear displacement from rest-length along its connected 
spring elements. The torsional stress at a point mass is due to the variation in angular 
displacement from rest-angle between the lattice edge and the local coordinate frame at 
lattice point (Figure3.1). To model these stress behavior, special spring elements are 
connected between the point masses. Different spring elements are adopted to model the 
different physical behavior of a curve-pair. 
Two types of springs are adopted. They are the metric springs and the torsional springs 
(Figure 1.1). The structure of the mass-spring model is specially designed for the curve-pair 




Metric spring (Stretching) 
Torsional spring (Bending) 
Torsional spring (Twisting) 
Figure 3.6 - The structure of mass-spring model 
To maintain the linear structure and to model the tensile stress behavior, metric spring 
elements are connected between the neighboring point masses (p, — p,+i) of the mass 
spring model (Figure 3.6). 
Elastic bending is modeled by two types of spring elements. The angular spring elements 
defined at the angle of the lattice edge and the local coordinate frame axes of the 
neighboring lattice point provide a controllable bending deformation. To model the 
torsional stress behavior, torsional spring elements are connected between the local 
coordinate frames (1,.，m,，t,) at p, and (l/+i, m/+i, t/+i) at p/+i (Figure 3.6). 
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3.2.3 Three-degree angular springs 
• , Metric spring 
fk'nding spring “ 
Figure 3.7 - Bending and angular springs 
Our mass-spring model is specially designed for the curve-pair representation. In general, 
to model the bending stresses, bending spring elements are defined between the point 
masses (p, —> p/+2) or angular spring elements are defined at the angle between neighboring 
edges. 
However, this spring structure for bending deformations will lead to unpredictable results if 
it is applied to a one dimensional line segment representation. In Figure 3.8，different 
equilibrium states of the same model are found where w is the rest length of the bending 
spring, 
Bending deformations are derived from the mass-spring system. At the same time, different 
mass-spring structures are obtained. The same holds when the bending springs are replaced 





Figure 3.8 - Different mass-spring structures at rest state 
Figure 3.9 - The local angular coordinate frame 
In the representation of curve-pair, local coordinate frames at the control points are well 
defined (Figure3.9). With these local coordinate frames, we can control the bending 
directions by incorporating an angular spring between the edge and the local coordinate 
frame axes. As a result, the bending deformations is governed by ( A, 0 , /5) where 
2 2 2 • • (cosA ) + ( cos没）+ ( cosP) = 1. This structure ensures predictable and unique bending 
deformations in most cases. 
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3.2.4 Conserving feature in a twisting deformation 
Our system preserved the feature of the object model when a twisting deformation is 
applied to it. If a mass spring model is applied to the lattice of a FFD, the object may lose 
some of its features when a twisting deformation is applied. In Figure 3.10, a 90-degree 
twisting deformation is applied to the dynamic FFD model. The control lattice collapses as 
a result of the intersecting lattice edges. 
Springs 
o Fixed points 
Figure 3.10 - The twisting deformations of dynamic FFD 
In our system, the twisting deformation is controlled by a twisting curve where the twisting 
torque is applied along two neighboring coordinate frames. Therefore the features of the 
object can be maintained but transformed. There is limitation on the twisting angle which is 
the angle between two neighboring coordinate frame in our system. In order to obtain a 
predictable result, the twisting angle cannot exceed 360 degrees and the twisting angle can 
not exceed 180 degrees in each twisting step. When the twisting angle is greater than the 
limit, the twisting deformation obtained may not be desirable as the two curves intersect 
each other. The local coordinate frame at the intersecting point will be corrupted as well as 







Figure 3.11 - The mass-spring structure of different deformation approaches: (left to right) 
a dynamic FFD lattice, a spring-mass model based on the geometry of object S, 
a dynamic axial curve-pair deformation lattice, the deformable object S. 
When a mass-spring system is directly applied to the geometry of an object S, the number 
of springs and masses depends on the complexity of the object. If there are 100 vertices in 
S, that is, 100 point masses, then the number of springs in the system may be more than 800. 
On the other hand, the number of masses and springs used in a dynamic FFD model and 
dynamic axial curve-pair deformation model is independent of the shape complexity of 
object S (Figure 3.11). 
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3.2.5 Comparison of mass spring models 
In [4][5], dynamics are also applied to the deformation computation by incorporating a 
mass spring system on the FFD control lattices. Compared with these mass spring model, 
our model uses less point masses and springs in deforming an object. The computational 
cost of a mass spring system depends on the number of masses and springs. System with 
dense masses and springs will have higher the computational complexity. 
� I 
/I I 
In one lattice, dynamic FFD [4] [5] [6] requires 8« masses and 18/2 springs while dynamic 
axial curve-pair deformation model requires In masses and 9n springs, where n is any 
positive integer. 
The mass-spring structure adopted in the curve-pair model is much simpler when 
comparing with the mass-spring structure required for a FFD model and the mass-spring 
structure applied directly on the deformable 3D model. Since computational complexity is 
proportional to the number of masses and springs used in a mass-spring structure, the 
dynamic axial curve-pair deformation can achieve a faster computational speed. 
Furthermore, our models use less lattices to describe a specific deformation comparing with 
dynamic FFD. Suppose a "Z" deformation is performed, our model describes the 
deformation in three lattices while the dynamic FFD always uses more to prevent the lost 
of features. Less lattices leads to a more compact mass spring model. Therefore the 
computational cost of our model can be further decreased. 
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Figure 3.12 - A curve fitted to P„ (solid line ) and a B-spline curve (dashed line) 
with control points P„ 
In the work of [4][5][6], the system dynamics is not directly applied to the core deformable 
geometry, but is applied to the control points of deformation tool. As a result, deformation 
of the object based on the core deformation skeleton may not be satisfactory. For example, 
in Figure 3.12，if dynamics is implied to the control points of the curve-pair, the resulting 
curve-pair (dashed line) can not fully reflect the deformation properties of the system. 
In our approach, the primary axial curve is a cubic B-spline curve fitted to the point masses 
of the mass spring system. As a result, the fitted curve-pair reflects faithfully the 
deformation properties of the mass spring system. 
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3.3 Internal and external forces 
The total force on the model is a vector summation of internal and external forces. 
The internal forces compose of tensile stresses and torsional stresses. User-interactions, 
reaction forces and gravity are treated as independent external force. In this section, the 
formulations of different forces are described. 
3.3.1 Tensile stress 
Figure 3.13 - The tensile springs 
The tensile stress at a point mass is a result of linear displacement of the point mass along 
the metric springs connecting neighboring control points (Figure 3.13). The tensile stress at 
a point mass p with spring of stiffness K! and initial length d connecting its j-th neighbor is 
defined as: 
¥'i = K ' d i p - P j ) + SjUj] (3.11) 
where u； is the unit vector which is equal to ( p - py) /1 p - p/1. 
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3.3.2 Torsional stress 
The torsional stress at a point mass is introduced by angular displacement difference along 
the angular springs connecting neighboring local coordinate frames. There are four types of 
angular deformations (Figure 3.14): 
) Bending deformations at p, along the angles formed between P,y and ty 
i) Bending deformations at p, along the angles formed between P,) and \ 
ii) Bending deformations at p, along the angles formed between P,y and m, 
V) Twisting deformations on Py along the angles formed between 1, and \j 
where Py is the direction vector equals to p, - py, and py is the j-th neighbor of p, 
Figure 3.14 - The four types of angular deformations: 
Type in ( upper-left), Type ii ( upper-right), 












Figure 3.15 - The 6-, X- and P- angular deformations (Top to bottom) 
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For the first three types of angular deformations (Figure 3.15), the torque at the point mass 
p/ is proportional to the angular displacement A民 AA andAy5. The torque can be expressed 
as: 
i^ = Kp(J^p�dijnpj (3.12) 
where Ke,Kx ,Kp are the angular stiffness respectively, dij is the length of vector P,y and n is 
the normal unit vector which is given by: 
n0./ = Py • \i/dij 
n；.,- = Py • mi/dij 
"A'" �ij* t,/ dij (3.13) 
where t,- is the polygon tangent at p„ and I, = (q, — p,) x t, |q/ -
= T X 1, 
The torques are then converted to virtual forces on the neighboring point mass. 
¥'j = K0{Ae)ne,i (3.14) 
The same holds for and F ,^. A restoring force is applied to py in order to balance the 






Figure 3.16 - The twisting deformation 
For the twisting deformation on Py, the torque at the point mass p, is proportional to the 
angular displacement Aco (Figure 3.16). The torque can be expressed as: 
(3.15) 
where 火⑴ is the angular stiffness, dy is the length of vector P,) and t/is the tangent vector at 
Pi and Aco = coi -coj. The torque is then converted to virtual forces on the point mass q, and 




3.3.3 External force 
User-interactions, reaction forces and gravity are all treated as independent external forces 
in the dynamics formulations. External torques are converted to virtual forces on the 
neighboring point masses. 
For example, the gravitational force can be expressed as: 
Fgrnv = mg 
where m is the mass of the object and g is the gravitational acceleration. 
(3.17) 
The force of air resistant can be expressed as: 
where v = \obj - v�v,w, and C is the dragging coefficient. 
(3.18) 
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3.4 Equation of motion 
Lagrangian formulation is used to model the dynamics of the mass-spring system. 
The Lagrangian equation of motion is expressed as: 
m f ' ^ d r ' + kY = ie,temal (3.19) 
for any point mass at location r. m, d, k are the mass, damping coefficient and the linear 
stiffness of the point mass respectively. 
The first term represents the kinetic components of the total force while the second term 
represents the damping components. The third term kr represents the internal force at the 
point mass. The internal forces at a point mass r which is - [ f^(r)+f^(r)+f^(r)+f®(r) ]’ which 
is the sum of external forces at the point mass at r. 
The equation can be written in a matrix format with R represents a 2A/^ x 3 position vector, 
that is, R = [ po p/ ... PAL/ q^ q； ... q/v-/] . N is half of the total number of point 
masses. As a result, we have: 
MR” + + ^ = "Pextemal (3.20) 
where M and D are 2N x IN diagonal mass and damping matrices respectively, K is the 
2N X 2N symmetric sparse matrix and Yexternal is the 2Nx3 force vector state. With the 
damping item is ignored, the Eq. (3.11) can be simplified to: 
MR’’ + ™ = F — / (3.21) 
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The tensile force on a point mass p, can be generalized from Eq. (3.11) as: 
A p d = 2 / Kij [ ( p, - pj) + Sij Mij ] (3.22) 
where N is the number of neighboring point mass, p, is they-th neighboring point mass, 
Kij is the spring constant, <5 is the rest length of P" and Uij is the unit vector in the direction 
OfPy. 
The torsional force on a point mass p, can be generalized from Eq. (3.14) as: 
F权(p/) = S kN Ke (A(9) _ * Pit/， for /=0 or i=M-l 
F"(p,) = - Z / Ke {Ae) ne,i + E 严 Ke (AO) n^ ., * P,,，for 0<i<M-l 
(3.23) 
where M is the total number of point mass p, N and 7V’are the numbers of neighboring 
point masses, p, and p^  are they-th andy+7-th neighboring point masses. 
The same holds for F^(p/) and F^(p/). 
The torsional force on a point mass q,-, can be generalized from the equation (3.17) as: 
F"(q/)= S / Kco (ft)/ -coj) t, (3.24) 
where N is the number of neighboring point mass, q； is the j-ih neighboring point mass. 
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Figure 3.17 - Updating control points of the orientation curve 
As the twisting deformation is governed by the orientation curve rotating along the primary 
curve (Figure 3.17), the q,，obtained from the equation is used to evaluate as coi，by 
following relationship: 
(3.25) 
Therefore the point mass q, rotates for an angle coi 
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3.5 System solver 
The Eq. (3.21) is second order with respect to R. The system in our work handles a great 
number of equations involving forces and velocities. Thus a reliable scheme should be 
employed in order to deal with large variations in these physical terms. At the same time, 
the computational complexity and the dependency on time step should also be considered. 
The simplest method to solve this system of equations is to use the explicit Euler method. 
One step of the Euler method from x„ to Xn+i = Xn + h is: 
yn+i + hf{x„,y„) (3.26) 
The formula uses derivative information only at the beginning of the interval and all 
unknown values can be updated independently. However, the explicit Euler method leads to 
unlimited growth of the error in position and velocity of the mass and a step error 0{h^) can 
be expected 
On the other hand, the backward Euler method Eq. (3.27) is an implicit method which 
needs to solve an equation to solve 
yn+l =yn + hJ\Xn+l,y„^H� (3.27) 
The advantage of implicit methods such as Eq. (3.27) is that they are usually robust and 
more stable for solving stiff equation, meaning that a larger step size h can be used. Of 
course, it costs time to solve the equation and it is not always accurate as the result will 
contain errors such as Taylor-series truncation error. 
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Higher order implicit/explicit methods can further improve the stability as well as the 
accuracy. However, the computational complexity must be taken into consideration as this 
research simulates dynamic motion in real time. In computer animation, the accuracy is not 
so important when compares with engineering applications. As a result, a faster integrator 
should be considered. 
Since high order implicit method will have much more calculations than the explicit one, 
an explicit Runge-Kutta method is adopted to solve the Eq. (3.21) in order to attain a 
satisfactory performance in stability, accuracy and speed. The computational accuracy and 
speed can be further improved if an adaptive step-size control scheme is applied. 
The general form of a fourth-order Runge-Kutta formula is: 
ki = Q{tr&hl2,y^-\-h{k{)l2) 
h = Q�tr&m,y^hyi) 
h = Q{tr&Kyr&h{h)l2) 
少 n+l =少n + /?/6(Ai+2 众2+2 众3+众4) + 0{h^) 
where h is the time step. 
(3.28) 
Eq. (3.21) can be expressed as a pair of first-order equations: 
R，=V 
V，= F ^ / / M 
where ¥她1 is the sum of the internal and external forces. 
(3.29) 
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These two equations are then solved by using the forth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm, that 
is, Eq. (3.28). 
The Runge-Kutta method uses fixed step in the iteration. The results of prior solution are 
not used in its propagation. The solution may converge slowly and hence a large step size is 
preferred. On the other hand, a small step size is required to obtain a more accurate result 
when the system is changing rapidly. As a result, an adaptive algorithm is preferred. 
The purpose of applying an adaptive step-size control is to achieve some predetermined 
accuracy in the solution with minimum computational effort. Implementation of adaptive 
step-size control requires an estimate of its performance and the truncation error based on 
information in the current iteration. 
Fehlberg [20] proposed that given a fifth-order method with six function evaluations, 
another combination of the six functions gives a fourth-order method. The difference 
between the two estimates ofj^ Jc+Z?) can be used as an estimate of the truncation error to 
adjust the step-size. 
Given the general form of a fifth-order Runge-Kutta formula as 
k\=hfiXn,yn) 
_yn+l =yx\ + C\k\ + Ciki + C2,ki + C4k4 + C5 知 + C^kb + (3.30) 
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The embedded fourth-order formula is: 
=少n + + C*2 众2 + C*3 众3 + C* 山 + C*5 介5 + C*6^ 6 + 0{h^) (3.31) 
Take the error estimate as 
=2i=i {ci-cnki (3.32) 
The coefficients proposed by Cash and Karp [21] are listed in Table 1. 
i 汉i 办i Ci 
1 (37/37$) (2$25；2764$) 
2 (1句 m 0 0 
3 (3/10) (5/40) (9/40) (250/821) (l$575/4$3$4 
4 m (3/10) (-9/10) m (125/594) (13525^55296) 
5 1 (-11/54) m (-70/27) (35/27) 0 (277/14336) 
6 m (163iy55296) (175^512) (575A13$24) (44275/110592) (253/4096) (512/1771) (1/4) 
i 1 2 3 4 5 
Table 1 - Cash-Karp parameters for embedded Runge-Kutta method 
If a step h\ is taken to produce an error (pi, then the step h�that would have given some 
other value cpo is estimated as 
/2o = /ii((po/q)i) 0.2 (3.33) 
If the magnitude of (pi is larger than cpo，the equation indicates the amount to decrease the 
step-size in the next iteration. 
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However, if (po has an implicit scaling with h, then the exponent is no longer correct. When 
the step-size is reduced from a large value, the new predicted value h\ will fail to meet the 
desired accuracy. As a result, another exponent factor 0.25 has to be used, h � i s re-defined 
as 
、0.2 ho = 0.93/ii((po/(pi) 
ho = 0.93M(q)o/9i)025 
if cpo>=(pi 
if q)o<(pi (3.34) 
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3.6 Hierarchical representation 
The axial skeletal representation described in the previous work conducted by Hui [9] 
allows using individual curve-pair for each desired part of the object and attaching the 
curve-pair to another one. The axial skeletal representation of an object is an inverted tree 
in which the motion and deformation of the parent nodes affects that of the child nodes. 
To transform the object, a transformation is applied to the curve-pair of the root node. 
Manipulating the axial curve-pair of a component in the hierarchical structure of an object 
deforms the corresponding component while the other sub-components attached to the 
shape are not deformed. The sub-components may be transformed in response to the 
transformation of the parent curve-pair. 
This provides an effective way for manipulating objects with individual deformable feature 
components. To extend the use of the deformation tool, we allow a curve-pair to affect its 
neighbors. As a result, a dynamic hierarchical axial curve-pair representation is presented 
in which a physics-based approach is adopted for manipulating objects. In this approach, 
the sub-component may affect the parent axial curve-pair of a shape component as 
discussed below. 
In the section, we formulate the dynamic hierarchical representation of the dynamic axial 
curve-pair. The dynamics formulation gives rises to forces generating local deformations, 
and which may result in a global deformation. 
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The proposed approach is based on a mass-spring system. In order to attach a curve-pair to 
another one, the point mass Pn of a curve-pair is merged with the point mass po' of another 
curve-pair to give a common point p，，. A torsional spring is incorporated in connecting the 




Figure 3.18 - Connection between two curve-pairs 
Because of the hierarchical relationship of the curve-pairs as illustrated in Figure 3.18, the 
curve-pair c will be twisted when the curve pair c' is rotated about the tangent vector at pn. 
The torsional stress at pn is proportional to the angular displacement A^. The torque can be 
expressed as: 
T0p.. = Ke_dp,.qdp, ,p,n (3.35) 
where Ke is the angular stiffness, dp',q is the length of vector Vp»q and dp-y is the length of 
the vector Pp”,. 
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n is the normal unit vector which is given by: 
n = "Pp»qPpy’/(dp”q dp'y) (3.36) 
The torque is then converted to virtual forces on the neighboring point masses. 
FV =尺 “ A " ) n P , , 
F � = K 0 ( M ) l l ? p ” q 
f V , =-(FV+F〜） (3.37) 
Then the position of the masses are obtained and updated according to the tensile and 
twisting transformations of the attached curve-pairs. 
In the parent-child relationship of curve-pairs, the child curve-pair is mapped to the axial 
space of its parent curve-pair. As a result, a child curve-pair will be transformed according 
to the local coordinate frame relative to the parent curve-pair. On the converse, a local 
transformation of the child node will not affect the parent. 
In the hierarchical dynamic curve-pair representation, a primary curve-pair skeleton is 
considered to be the parent and the other attachments are identified as children. The parent 
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Figure 3.19 - The parent-child hierarchical representation: 
parent (dotted line), children (solid line) 
Figure 3.20 - The hierarchical dynamic curve-pair representation 
The hierarchical dynamic curve-pair representation maintains the shape of the child 
curve-pair by adjusting corresponding spring configuration. In Figure 3.19, four child 
curve-pairs are attached to the parent curve-pair Co(0- When the parent moves downwards, 
the children will move downwards with the shape of their skeleton remains unchanged. 
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In Figure 3.20, a trumpet shape is constructed easily using the hierarchical dynamic 
curve-pair representation. By moving the parent curve-pair downwards and minimizing the 
effect of angular springs on each child curve-pairs, the skeleton of the children are 
deformed as desired. Using the parent-child hierarchical representation, a similar result 
could be obtained by adjusting the four children curve-pairs instead of adjusting the parent 
only. 
Figure 3.21 - The deformation of a plant: 
before deformation (left and middle), after deformation (right) 
The technique is especially helpful in modeling plants. Figure 3.21 demonstrates the 
deformation of a plant with each leaf acts as a child to the parent, stem. When one children 
leaf is deformed by the wind, the stem will be bended accordingly as well as other leaves. 
The tool minimizes the design complexity when modeling different objects which are 
affecting each others. 
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3.7 Collision detection 
A collision detection scheme for the axial curve-pair representation is introduced. In 
situation where collisions have to be detected between different meshes, bounding volume 
techniques built on the meshes are always an effective mean. 
In this section, we presented the bounding cylinder approach. The bounding cylinder is 
built based on the mesh geometry and the attached axial curve-pair. When an object S is 
attached to an axial curve-pair, its vertex Sj is defined in an axial space Cd(0} 
as u, V, w), that is: 
S/= + u Uti) + V ly(/,.) + w lz(//) (3.38) 
Next, the primary curve c{t) is divided into n-1 regions where n is the number of control 
points. In each region, a point g e is selected. The point g, is the farthest point of object S 
from the curve c(/) in the i-ih region. The points g,- {i = n-1) together with the head and tail 
control points, c(0) and c(l), of the primary curve are used to construct a bounding line 
segments. Sweeping the line segment along the primary curve c(0 will create a 
cylinder-shape volume (Figure 3.22). This volume is called the bounding cylinder of a 
curve-pair. Any objects intersecting the volume are considered to be a colliding object. 
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C(l) 
Figure 3.22 - The bounding cylinders 
To determine the points g, we first map all mesh points s,- in the axial space Ac{c{t), 
CD(y)}of the curve-pair. A point S/ is classified to a region of the primary curve according to 
its t value. The distance r(S/) between s, and the primary curve c(0 is equal to {u + v ) 2、1/2 
The bounding vertex g is selected from the points s,. in the i-th region and which is the 
farthest from the primary curve. Thus, we have r(g) = max { r(s,) } where s, are mesh points 
in the i-ih region. In each region, we select one bounding vertex from s, and if there is no 
mesh point in the region, a bounding vertex g will be created with the same r(g) as the 
bounding vertex in previous region. 
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A point e in the axial space of primary curve as (^ e, We，Vg, We) is said to be collided with the 
bounding cylinder if it lies inside the bounding volume. A point is inside the bounding 
cylinder if 
i) e lies inside the effective axial space (0 < t^  <1) (Figure 3.22) and 
ii) the distance r(e) from e to c(/e) is smaller than the corresponding distance between the 
bounding line segment and c � ( F i g u r e 3.23). 
gc 
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Figure 3.23 - The effective axial space 
Given g/: (/„ ",.’ v,- w,) e Ac{c{t) Cd⑴，g/： fe，力，wj) e Cd(0} and a point ge in the 
/-th region, the distance r(ge) between the bounding line segment and c(/e) is 
r(ge) = {te-til tj - U)[ K g , ) - r (g , ) ] + K g / ) 




Implementation and experimental results 
An experimental system was implemented to simulate the deformation of an object. The 
system was developed using Microsoft Visual C++ and Open Graphic Library (OpenGL). 
The simulations were conducted on a 3.2GHz clock-speed personal computer with 2GB 
RAM. The steps are as followings: 
i) Axial curve-pair(s) is/are constructed manually along the axis of the deformable 
objects. Alignments of the curve-pairs are allowed in order to fit the axial 
curve-pair to the corresponding part of the object. The user is allowed to control the 
spring constants, damping confidents and the mass properties of each element of the 
curve-pair model. 
ii) Vertices on the deformable objects are then attached to the corresponding axial 
curve-pair that was aligned along the axial region of the objects manually. 
iii) If a hierarchical structure of axial curve-pair is required, the relationship of the 
curve-pairs is defined. 
iv) Constraints and external forces are added to the corresponding control points of the 
curve-pairs. 
V) Once computed, the position information for each point masses of the driven mass 
spring system of each axial curve-pair at each simulation step is obtained. The axial 
curve-pairs are updated as well as the attached vertices. 
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4.1 Comparison with original mass-spring simulation 
Figure 4.1 - A cloth simulation. Mass-spring system applied directly on the cloth (left). 
Mass-spring system adopted in the attaching axial curve pair (right) 
With the same hardware platform and the same mass-spring system solver, we compared 
the results of the deformation simulation conducted in two different methods. On the left of 
Figure 4.1，the deformable object is a cloth which is modeled with a mass spring system. 
144 springs are used to connect 49 vertices. On the right of Figure 4.1，a cloth model with 
the same vertices as the one used in the left, is attached to a dynamic axial curve-pair with 
32 springs. 
The same directional force is applied to both objects. The cloth deformation on the left 
gains a simulation speed of 34 frames per second while the speed is 76 frames per second 
for the cloth simulation on the right. The simulation speed is proportional to the number of 
masses and springs. Instead of applying dynamics directly to the mesh geometry, the 
dynamic axial curve-pair obtains a similar physical deformation with a faster speed. 
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4.2 Comparison with the dynamic free form deformation 
The dynamic free form deformation [6] was first introduced for animation synthesis. 
The dynamic constraints are implemented at the control points. Through the deformation of 
control lattices, the embedded object is deformed correspondingly. As a result, the physical 
properties could not be fully reflected on the deformable objects. 
spring 
Figure 4.2-A dynamic free form deformation lattice 
The proposed dynamic axial curve-pair deformation tool deforms an embedded object by 
modifying the dynamic axial curve-pair. The dynamic axial curve-pair is fitted to a 
mass-spring system of which the physical properties can be expressed in the embedded 
object in a better way. Moreover, it is more intuitive to control the deformation by 
modifying the shape of the dynamic axial curve-pair rather than modifying a 3D volume in 
dynamic FFD, especially when implementing a twisting deformation. 
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4.3 Comparison with the axial curve-pair deformation 
Figure 4.3 - A stingray swims with its fins and tail vibrating 
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In Figure 4.3，the swimming motion of a stingray is simulated. It illustrates how a 
hierarchical representation of dynamic axial curve-pair deformation influences the motion 
of a deformable object. The fins and the tail of the stingray are attached to their 
corresponding axial curve-pair. 
The body of the stingray is controlled by a system of curve-pairs, {co(0, CdoW }and 
{ci(0, cdi(/) }. The two curve-pairs will affect each other in the bending deformation of the 
main body. The fins are vibrating by applying a sine function of force, i = Au sin{t\ on the 
point mass Q。of the orientation curves (cdo(0 and Cd i ( 0 ) - The tail vibrates due to a sine 
function of force f applied to the point mass po of the primary curve C2(0. 
Through defining external forces on the control points, an animation of the swimming 
motion can be easily obtained. Using the axial curve-pair deformation tool, every control 
point of the curve-pair has to be manually controlled in order to achieve the same result. 
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4.4 Shape restoring properties 
The proposed method adopted a special designed mass-spring system which allows 
restoring the shape of embedded object if all dynamic constraints are removed. It is an 
ability which is useful in animating plants or cloth. However, the dynamic FFD which 
controls the twisting deformation by manipulating a group of control points does not 
guarantee a smooth restoring power in twisting deformation since the control points will 
restore to their initial setting independently instead of restoring in a group. 
Figure 4.4 - The shape restoring ability of the dynamic axial curve-pair deformation: 
initial state (left), deformed state (middle-left and middle-right), restored state (right) 
In Figure 4.4, a plant is associated with the dynamic axial curve-pairs. The initial shape of 
the plant is shown in the left picture with the leaves are kept crooked. The curve pairs are 
manually aligned to fit the axial of each deformation element, the leaves and the stem. A 
ball is dropped from a certain height and falls on the leaf. The leaf is then deformed when 
collides with the ball. It restores to its initial shape after being pressed down by the ball. 
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4.5 Applications 
The proposed deformation method is useful in animating plants and cloths. These objects 
are mainly animated due to the dynamic constraints in the environment. For a plant, it 
usually consists of a number of leaves, a stem and root. The hierarchical representation of 
dynamic axial curve-pair is particularly useful in simulating plants. 
Figure 4.5 - Deformation of a plant under windy environment 
using dynamic hierarchical representation of dynamic axial curve-pairs 
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Twisting angle againsttime 
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Figure 4.5 shows the leaves swaying in the wind gently. Snapshots are taken every 0.5 
second and the last two shots view the plant in a reverse angle. A parent axial curve-pair is 
attached to the stem and the children axial curve-pairs are assigned to the leaves. The 
leaves bend and twist according to different dynamic constraints such as directional windy 
forces. As the leaves are being pulled or pushed, the stem and other siblings will be 
deformed correspondingly. 
Refer to 4.5, the motion of the control point which is high-lighted in red is recorded and 
plotted against time as followings: 
Figure 4.6 Motion of a control point (red-colored, Figure 4.5) during deformation: 
Twisting angle against time (upper) and Displacement against time (bottom) 
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Figure 4.7 - Simulating ribbon movement in a ribbon dance 
Figure 4.6 demonstrates the movement of a ribbon in a ribbon dance. A dynamic axial 
curve-pair is attached to the axis of the ribbon. With one of the tips being fixed to the right 
hand of the girl, the ribbon deforms when the girl starts dancing. With other constraints 




We proposed and implemented a framework for physics-based deformation. Our approach 
adopts the axial curve-pair deformation and extends the technique for dynamic simulation. 
The intuitive stretching, bending and twisting abilities of axial curve-pair deformation 
technique provide a very good framework for free-form design. The technique provides a 
solution to the traditional axial deformation technique where lack of control on the local 
coordinate frame may lead to unexpected twist of the object. 
With a well defined local coordinate frame, the axial curve-pair deformation tool can 
achieve stretching, bending and twisting deformations in a much easier and predictable way. 
Although the technique allows complex deformations to be performed, creating an 
animation using the axial curve-pair based deformation tool may be tedious because a large 
number of control points are required to be manipulated. Therefore, the system is further 
enhanced by incorporating a dynamic setting in this research. 
A mass-spring model is adopted to model a physics-based axial curve-pair skeleton. Fitting 
a curve-pair to the point masses of the mass spring system emulates the properties of a 
physical deformation, and at the same time, a smooth deformation can be maintained. 
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By using special torsional spring elements to connect the local coordinate frames, 
mass-spring system is built on the curve-pair with smooth bending and twisting behaviors. 
Physics-based deformation is performed on the point masses, and hence deforming the 
embedded curve-pair. 
Our technique is useful for designing physical meaningful shapes, and is useful for 
producing a physics-based deformation of animals and characters. This approach does not 
require users to manipulate large number of degrees of freedom, or control points, of the 
axial curve-pair. Instead, design operation can be performed in terms of forces and 
geometric constraints. 
There are a number of enhancement of this research can be done the future. A better point 
projection method can be considered when attaching the model to the axial curve-pair. A 
better mapping scheme is required if a vertex to be attached results in two or more closest 
projections on the primary curve. The bounding cylinder technique proposed in the work is 
only effective when the embedded object is a cylinder-shape one. Flat objects may lead to 
incorrect collision prediction as the bounding cylinder may not give a correct estimate of 
the geometric information of the embedded object. The location and orientation of the 
curve-pair in our work is defined manually. Designers are required to initialize the 
geometric information of the curve-pair at the very beginning. An effective axis-searching 
algorithm will further enhance the system. 
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